An Evening With Home Tuaran Inmates

THURSDAY, 14 JULY

The Research and Social Health Unit (UPPsiKS), Faculty of Psychology and Education (FPP) recently paid a courtesy call to Home Tuaran, a residence for orphans and poor.

The visit was made possible with the cooperation of four companies, Inspirize Consulting PLT, Fariza Catering & Services, Mel’z Catering, and MUQ Build & Deco.

UPPsiKS, Dr. Ferlis Bullare @ Bahari said, the programme was an initiative of UPPsiKS in providing community service and donations in various forms to the less fortunate.

“The programme aims to understand the orphans and to offer aid not only in the form of cash and daily necessities but also through the sharing of knowledge related to learning styles according to the STIFIn personality; Sensing, Thinking, Intuiting, Feeling and Instinct,” he said.

Meanwhile, Secretary of Home Tuaran Management, Sabah, Muarifin Mohchoeri expressed his gratitude for the contribution and visit from UMS and hoped that all the sharings done would spur the inmates of Home Tuaran to perform better.

The programme involved 15 orphans and poor children of the home and was also attended by the the Dean of the Faculty of Psychology and Education, Mohd. Hj. Dahlan Hj. A. Malek. – (fl)